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Grant Davis

Law Commission Update
As you can see from the front

page and opposite the United

Trade Group are leaving no

stone unturned in our battle

against the Law Commission.

Many drivers appear to be

totally unaware that this is even

taking place, but rest assured

we will do all it takes to protect

our future.

Those drivers who are quite

happy to go along with their

head in the sand (unfortunately

the majority) be under no

illusions that if the Law

Commission recommends a

one tier system for us in the

Capital then I hope you have a

plan B as it really will be good

night for all of us, make no

mistake!

TFL Olympic Bonanza
We at the Club recently put in a

FOI request to TFL regarding

the amount of money which the

ODA paid to TFL so all Olympic

ticket holders could have a free

travel pass for the day. The

figure was a staggering 91.4

million pounds. No wonder TFL

was so quick in agreeing bonus

deals for the bus / train drivers.

London Taxi Company £3.9
Million Black Hole
LTC has revealed that a

£3.9million pound accounting

error has caused them to delay

the release of their half year

results. Manganese Bronze

stated that this was due to a

combination of system and

procedural errors. 

Also rumours persist that there

will be two major recalls on the

Tx4, one for the radiators and

the second for the steering

boxes. At this time there has

been no statement from the

management of LTC since

August the 14th. We feel that it

is imperative the management

of LTC make an up to date

statement to the trade

regarding the current situation

to quell the barrage or rumours

regarding its future. At the time

of going to press the latest

share price was just 11 pence.

Editorial
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London IS Different

United Trade Group tell Law Commission Hands off London

United Trade Group
TELL THE LAW COMMISSION 

“LONDON IS DIFFERENT”
The LTDA, LCDC and UNITE are making you aware of the possible serious effects
which the Law Commissions review of Taxi and Private Hire legislation could have 
if they do not accept that London IS different from the rest of the country.

Our Concerns include:-

1. The word ‘TAXI’ must remain exclusive. Private Hire vehicles are not taxis and

should not be allowed to describe themselves as such. The Private Hire vehicles
(London) act of 1998 prohibits private hire advertising using the words “taxi”, “taxis”,
“cab” or “cabs”. The law commission should not seek to change this.

2. London Private Hire Vehicles must continue to be licensed in London to London

standards. We oppose any proposals by the Law Commission to lower standards.

3. London licence fees for taxis and private hire vehicles must remain in London to

fund enforcement of touting and illegal plying for hire.

4. Maintain our standards. We oppose any proposals by the Law Commission to

introduce any type of part time taxi licences in the Capital.

5. We are totally opposed to the introduction of a one tier system in London.

The LTDA, LCDC and UNITE ask you all to support our campaign 
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Once the euphoria
surrounding the Olympic
Games eventually calms
down, reality will begin to set
in regarding the financial
implications for London’s
Economy
There is no doubt that team GB

surpassed all expectations and

for that they are to be

commended.

Also London proved itself

capable of staging such a huge

event, but what will the true cost

be to London

According to the Government

and TFL the Olympics were

going to be a boom time for the

Capital, an economic bonanza,

hotels packed to the rafters,

restaurants  and theatres

booming alike.

TFL / LOCOG forecast a million

extra visitors a day, warning that

anyone not connected to the

Olympics should stay away! Well

unfortunately for us that is

exactly what everybody did and

as we witnessed during the

Games London became a ghost

town. Just like the TFL forecast

of 1200 Olympic vehicles using

the “Games Lanes” per hour, it

was completely over the top and

caused untold damage to the

financial fabric of this great city.

Quite frankly the build-up to the

Games was nothing more than a

propaganda exercise to justify

staging the Olympics.

If only they had bothered to

study the results of any past

Cities holding the Olympics they

would have found that the one

common legacy they all had was

DEBT.

There is no evidence

whatsoever to support the claims

by David Cameron that the

Olympics would bring in an extra

13 billion pounds to the Capital`s

economy over the next four

years. In fact many businesses

are struggling to survive the

fallout from the Olympics as we

in the taxi trade know only too

well. We at the LCDC believe

that the average driver’s takings

over the games were down by

40-50%.

We are told that a normal Bank

Holiday costs the economy

millions of pounds in lost

revenue, the mind boggles what

the cost was to shut down

London for a month!. 

We believe that the time has

come for a reality check, Boris is

already planning a 2 day bike

race in the Capital next August

and there is still talk around

holding a London Grand Prix! 

London is already fighting to

remain the financial centre of the

world and all we are asking from

Boris is that London is allowed to

flourish and prosper as it has

done in the past.

London is NOT a theme park,

and all these events do is bring

chaos and disruption to the

economic welfare of this City.

Please Boris can we have our

City back!

TFL scaremongering turns
London into a ghost town
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Taxi Rank Marshalls
Proposed Amendments to Service Level Agreement

Following recent discussions between Heathrow Airport Travel

Services, NSL and Recognised Trade Representatives from

LTDA, HATDU, LCDC and UNITE. It was agreed that Travel

Services and NSL would review the Taxi Rank Marshall Service

Level Agreement and propose amendments to be put forward to

the trade.

There is only 1 further proposal for consideration as an addition to

the current SLA:

Limit number of Marshalls to 16.

Clarification of the following is also to be reviewed:

Currently Marshalls chose which Terminal they undertake a duty

shift, it is proposed to designate the Terminal in order to ensure a

consistent spread of Marshall Cover.

Sign on for Marshall Duty must take place at the Cab In on the

Taxi Feeder Park. The Marshall must then proceed to the

designated Terminal Rank and sign on with the Rank Agent

Upon completing Marshall Duty the individual must sign out at the

rank, with the agent present and proceed immediately to the Taxi

Feeder Park. Upon arrival at the Taxi Feeder Park the individual

must sign in to confirm return to the TFP.

Signed log to be reviewed weekly by NSL and any comments and

concerns to be feedback to the Travel Services team and Trade

Representatives.

Can you please circulate these proposals to your members and

feedback your responses by 30/09/12

Andy Cameron

Forecourt & Taxi Operations Manager

30/08/12

Proposed Amendments to the Taxi Feeder Park Manual 
Dispatch Process

Following recent discussions between the Heathrow

Airport Ltd Travel Services  team, NSL and

represenitive members of the Taxi Trade, LTDA,

HATDU, LCDC and UNITE, it was agreed that the

Travel Services team and NSL would review the

current TFP Manual Dispatch process and propose

operating rules that would allow a clear and agreed

process.

This has resulted in the process outlined below:

Manual Dispatch restricted to the hours of

05.00-22.00 daily.

Limit to 1 recognised trade body represenitive 

per occasion.

Manual Dispatch sign out will be allowed only by

signing out on site at the Cab In, 

Please circulate this information to your respective

members and feedback your views by 30/09/12.

Andy Cameron

Forecourt & Taxi Operations Manager

30/08/12    

reccomends reduction 
in taxi marshalls
On Friday August 10th The United Trade Group, along with HATDU attended a

meeting at Heathrow Airport with BAA representatives. Many topics regarding

the Feeder Park and The Taxi Desks were discussed at length. BAA took many

of our concerns on board and below is some of the changes that BAA wish to

implement.



Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

The Heathrow trade
organisations attended a
meeting with BAA early last
month and they were briefed
by BAA on some of the
ridiculous claims that are
being made by HALTS
chairman Colin Evans.
The London taxi trade is being

asked to believe that Transport for

London has hand-picked HALTS to

lead the way in developing and

installing a fixed fare scheme at

Heathrow. In direct contrast to

HALTS’ claims, the LCDC has

written confirmation from TfL

explaining that drivers who work

for HALTS have got to use their

meters for all journeys into central

London and passengers who

make prepaid travel arrangements

at the taxi desks must not be

charged more than metered fares.

The LCDC has pointed out to BAA

that despite all the posturing by

HALTS directors, to date they

have been unable to provide proof

that TfL has decided to put its

official weight behind HALTS and

HALTS’ fixed fares schemes. The

issue of who gives HALTS its big

ideas is not going to disappear

and there’s got to be a lot more

amplification. TfL’s Information

Governance Department based in

Victoria Street is on course to

provide full details of exactly what

HALTS has been told by TfL on

the subject of fixed fares at

Heathrow. 

There is a lot of uncertainty at

Heathrow. But the one thing that

all Heathrow drivers do know for

sure is that HALTS taxi desks are

routinely topping up the

passengers by as much as £20-

£30 for journeys into town. It has

already been reported in The

Badge that a solid majority of

Heathrow drivers are refusing to

have anything to do with HALTS

fixed fares and yet despite the

company’s unpopularity, HALTS

directors are trying to impress

BAA by boasting that HALTS has

recruited an army of 1,200 drivers.

What is missing from this news

about the recruitment drive is the

fact that only a lucky handful of

the new recruits are equipped with

a HALTS dedicated i-phone.

Drivers who make it their business

to monitor the comings and goings

of HALTS directors are reporting

that there doesn’t seem to be a

shortage of i-phones among

members of the HALTS’

entourage. The directors and their

friends are so busy doing HALTS

fixed price work that they hardly

have time to park on the fence. It

seems likely that BAA will have to

do something about the loss of

revenue caused by all the HALTS

jobs that are not making a £6

contribution to the Taxi System.

From a competition law

perspective, there will have to be

a lot more clarification from BAA

as to how and why HALTS is able

to enjoy a monopoly on offering a

fixed-price taxi service to

passengers who hire cabs from

Heathrow’s ranks. What is to stop

TfL from permitting all drivers from

doing what HALTS’ drivers are

doing with fixed prices ? The

future of the taxi desks is

uncertain especially now that

HALTS has admitted to forming

close commercial ties with Tristar

Cars. Quite possibly what we

know as taxi desks are about to

become desks where passengers

will be able to hire either a Tristar

minicab or a HALTS taxi. 

HALT(S) Accounts 
BAA accountants at Heathrow

have advised the trade

organisations that no fault can be

found with the standard to which

HALTS annual accounts have

been prepared. But nothing has

been said about the demise of the

HALT cooperative and how its

assets were plundered by HALT

executives who set themselves up

as directors of HALTS. Any really

inquisitive accountant with a

working knowledge of how

Industrial and Provident Societies

have to be managed, would be

asking how former HALT executives

managed to divert or transfer the

HALT cooperative’s business assets

and members’ files to their private

company HALTS. Standard legal

procedures were completely ignored

and the day has to come sooner or

later, when somebody will be held

to account for misappropriation of

the HALT cooperative's property

and the wholesale transfer and

unauthorised use of members'

details.
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LT&PH TO HOLD SUBURBAN
LICENCE WORKSHOP

As you can see from the TFL press release below there is to be a
trade meeting with LT&PH to discuss the state of the trade in the
Suburbs.

There appears of be a lot of pressure from suburban drivers to LT&PH on

lack of rank spaces and also the possibility of extending their sectors.

It comes as no surprise to us at the LCDC that these issues are now being

raised after the Introduction of the Green and Yellow identifiers.

The lack of work has been caused by the amount of drivers who now are

being forced to return to the sectors they were originally licensed for. The

policy of the Club is that if suburban drivers wish to work in Central London

then they should sign up for the green badge KOL.
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Micky Walker

LCDC Member

CIRCUITS PAST 
AND PRESENT 
– A PERSONAL VIEW

The radio circuits began in
1953, long before anybody
had heard the word “minicab”.
By the 1970s Lords (now
DAC) and Mountview (now
RTG) were “sown up”.  There
were waiting lists for both
circuits and it appeared a
friend or relative was required
to get on the circuits.
The leadership of the LTDA were of

the opinion that the best way to

compete with minicabs was to get

every taxi driver on to a circuit and

beat them at the “pre-booked” game.

To this end, they set up the London-

Wide circuit (now Comcab). On this

circuit, drivers were required to buy

their own radio equipment in addition

to weekly subscriptions. This practise

was ended in 1980/81.

The only circuit I have personally

been on is Comcab. I joined in early

1980 and remain a subscriber to this

day and so that is where my detailed

personal experience lies. The radio

was not to every driver’s taste but for

those that did join, they were largely

happy days. This was still the time of

“voice dispatch”. Many felt it was

worth the subs just to have that voice

contact. These guys did not just

dispatch work. These were days

before mobile telephony and public

phone boxes that had escaped

vandalism were few and far between.

So, the dispatchers would often

contact the drivers’ families for them

in urgent situations. They would also

relay “tea” messages between

drivers. It seems ridiculous now but

the only other way to organise meets

for tea, etc was to do so before

leaving home for a shift on the cab

and in our line of work that was

obviously very unsatisfactory.

Above all though, these guys were

characters and comedians. It must

also be remembered that in their

wisdom, the PCO would not allow us

to have music radios in our cabs until

the mid 1980s and so the only

human company a driver had were

the customers and the dispatchers.

The dispatchers I remember in

particular were Big Barry Levine,

Champagne Charlie Cockburn and

Micky Sullivan. Other drivers will

have different favourites and on

different circuits but these were mine.

These guys were our entertainment.

There was also great camaraderie

between drivers and staff and you

had the feeling that driver and circuit

were a team working together, unlike

today where a ”them and us” feeling

pervades. London-Wide drivers had

their own football,  squash and diving

clubs that were supported by the

management.

Voice dispatch itself was the pits.

The work could not be called fast

enough and so they would have

“details” channels. The dispatcher

would give the pick-up details at the

speed of a cattle auctioneer and only

a driver with a keen ear and

photographic memory would get

them first time. So, it was over to the

“details” where you could sit waiting

for the details to actually go and do

the job for what seemed like ages

before getting your details as this

channel was swamped also.

Then there was the calling system

where a driver had to be within a

minimum distance from the job to

offer for it and giving a false position

was not unheard of and this gave the

unscrupulous driver a very unfair

advantage.  

These were the gravy days of the

radio though. On Comcab every job

carried a 10% gratuity for the driver.

Today, the gratuity ranges between 0

-12.5%, while the driver receives

between 0 – 8%.Waiting time of 5p

per minute on top of the meter was

paid to drivers on every job  in 1980.

Although this waiting charge has

increased to 30p per minute over

time to the client, the driver still only

receives the  same 5p and similarly

to gratuities, not all jobs pay waiting

time and those that do can be at

varying minimum time rates. Oh and

the run-ins. Every job carried a

standard run-in. Today, these can

vary from zero to £5.80.On tariff 3, to

be on par with 1995,the run-in would

be well over £10 today and

comparable to 1980 I would guess at

least £15. Although none of us would

expect these inflated run-ins it does

show how the quality of radio work

has deteriorated over the years. Also

in 1980 nobody had thought of fixed

price fares. Everything was on the

meter and there were plenty of

airports and roaders. Today, roaders

and airports are scarce and will often

be on a fixed price between 50 –

90% of the meter. 

Don’t misunderstand me. This is not

a rant against circuit management.

These were halcyon days when there

was little competition.  The average

minicab in 1980 was a clapped out

Datsun Sunny or something similar.

PH operators were not licensed and

so large corporations and

government organisations were not

interested in using them. Today is

very different. The recession of the

early 1990 saw competition between

the circuits and the corporate sector

becoming very aggressive in their

bargaining over rates and pricing.

Then at the end of the 1990s we saw

the Act that licensed private hire

(PH). 

Since then we find PH operators are

seriously competing with the circuits.

In Just six years Addison Lee the

largest PH operator, has seen its

turnover rise from a poor second to

Comcab to a turnover larger than the

big three circuits put together. Unlike

street work where only taxis can ply

for hire, the circuits have to compete

directly with PH and the latter have a

serious cost advantage over the

circuits. It should not be surprising

then that the quality of radio work is

on a downward trend as the circuits

try to compete. As unsavoury as it is,

it should not surprise us that circuits

being run for profit should now often

turn to using cars to keep themselves

competitive.

On top of this we now have the “taxi

apps” on the scene. The largest of

these is Hailo and it is managing

itself very competitively in the battle

with PH for cash and credit card

work. By charging the subscriber

10% of fares, including tips, It costs

the customer nothing to use the app.

Then by abolishing run-ins, many

customers are now finding that taxis

booked through Hailo are often a lot

cheaper than the PH apps’ minimum

fares. So Hailo is actually starting to

beat PH on price as well as quality.

I am sure that the circuits will be

able to survive being squeezed in

this way between PH and apps but I

would guess that some adaptation is

going to be required and this almost

always means less quality in fares.

My serious concern for our future is

the ownership of circuits and apps.

RTG is now a private company and

so its primary concern is its

shareholders, rather than drivers.

Similarly, Comcab is owned by a

huge multinational and the LTDA no

longer have any interest in the

company. Not only this but the

national holding company that own

Comcab, Cityfleet, are now the

contractor of the Taxicard account so

it could be that in the future Comcab

will only be responsible for the

dispatch of work. Although DAC is

still owned by the drivers, it is run as

though it were a company with

shareholders. Hailo is largely

financed by three separate venture

capitalists. Venture capitalists have a

tendency to build a business and

then sell it on for profit.

The upshot of this is that none of

these operations have the benefit

and welfare of the taxi driver at their

heart but rather profit. Of itself this is

not a problem so long as the driver

realises that his relationship now with

a circuit is one of business

transactions rather than any ideals of

saving the trade, etc. It also means

that there is the potential for any of

these businesses, bar DAC, to be

sold to the highest bidder, whether

we drivers like that bidder or

otherwise.

Maybe it me just getting old but

things ain’t like they used to be!

Walker on the March....
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The City of London Corporation
have done it again; they have
gone and relocated one of our
busiest ranks in the city.

A few years ago when the

upgrade to to Blackfriars Station

started they moved  the rank from

the kerbside and relocated it in the

middle of Queen Victoria Street.It

Started slowly as the Mellion

Building to the right of the rank

was unoccupied and work was

slowly filtering over to the rank.

Move onto the present day before

the rank was moved it was busy

with work coming from the station

and the mellion building. Now

since the City took it upon

themselves  to move the rank back

without any consultation with the

taxi trade, what they have given us

is a rank that’s too far forward from

the original site and drivers at risk

from being side swiped from buses

who do a u turn back up Queen

Victoria Street after pulling away

from the rest rank that sits behind

the rank.  And to add insult to

injury drivers that are on the rank

are watching in frustration as they

are seeing customers hailing taxis

outside the Mellion building that

would have normally just gone to

the rank in the centre of the road.

Now I have wrote to the

Corporation asking them to

reconsider and move the rank

back to the middle, they have

stated a few reason why they are

not going to move it back. and I

have replied and at this present

moment I’m still awaiting a reply.

This does seem to be the way the

Corporation does there business

regarding the taxi trade and ranks,

Cornhill both ranks they put down

were in the wrong place one was

facing the wrong way and the

other is too far away from the door

of Abacus. Dowgate hill rank for

Cannon Street Station rank is

hiding its self away in Cloak Lane

and now Blackfriars is a mess. We

don’t have many ranks in the city

but what we do need is ranks in

proper positions and ones that

allows us to offer the public a first

class service rather than be bullied

into minicabs at late night venues.

Aspart of the ongoing
upgrade works at Victoria
Station, the station
forecourtwill be closed from
30 September 2012 until May
2017.  
This will mean that the taxi

rank on the station forecourt will

be unavailable, butalternative

taxi arrangements will be as

follows; the head of the new taxi

rank will be in Hudson’s Place

on the east side ofthe station.

There will be a feeder rank in

Bridge Place, the Vauxhal

lBridge Road will be extended

by 11 spaces. And there will be

no right turn from Gillingham

Street onto Vauxhall Bridge

Road to accommodate these

additional taxi rank spaces. The

existing Gillingham Street taxi

rank will become a rest rank,

There will be a drop off area on

the East side of Wilton Road

near the Apollo Theatre. A

separate drop off for disabled

passengers at the northern end

ofHudson’s Place, in front of the

new taxi rank. Taximarshals will

be present at the start of the

changes to oversee the

taxioperations and drivers

should follow the direction of the

taxi marshals at alltimes.

Stewards will be directing

passengers within the station to

the new rank and

appropriatesignage will also be

installed. ‘TheRaft’ taxi rank at

the back of Victoria Station will

operate as normal. TFL have

worked hard with all VSU

stakeholders and thesechanges

ensure that during the VSU

works atVictoria Station taxis

can continue to serve the

station.  However, thesuccess of

the new arrangements will

depend on drivers not over

ranking orcausing obstructions

on the highway.  There will be

ongoing compliance activities in

the area and drivers over

ranking or causing obstruction

risk incurring a PCN.

Changes at Victoria Station taxi rank

City of London Rank Failure
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At a taxi fares and tarrifs review meeting on 24th August at Palestra, LT & PH have included in the

consultation, plans for all licensed London taxis to accept payment of fares by credit card compulsory.

Chairman Grant Davis asked LT & PH if the Capital’s private hire fleet would have to meet the same criteria?

The answer from Mr. Mason was no.

Once again, we seem to be singled out by TFL to have imposed on us conditions of work practices that our

opposition once again do not have to comply with.

First of all it was wheel chair acessability, then we had to have receipt printers fitted to our taxis, and now

they wish to have credit card machines imposed on us.

We at the LCDC believe that with new technology there is no need for this to become compulsory,

eventually all drivers will have the ability to take payment by credit card if they so wish.

LT & PH propose to make payment
by credit card compulsory 

VeriFone Wins $35 Million-Plus Contract
for District of Columbia Taxi Systems
SAN JOSE, CA – July 11, 2012
– VeriFone Systems, Inc.
(NYSE: PAY), announced that
it has been awarded a five-
year contract by the District of
Columbia Taxicab
Commission (DCTC) valued
from $35 million to as much
as $45 million factoring in
potential advertising revenue.
VeriFone won a competitive
bidding process to become
the exclusive vendor for
installation and support of the
DCTC’s Taxicab Smart Meter
System project.
VeriFone will develop, install and

support payment systems

integrated with driver and

passenger information tablet

displays for all of the District’s

6,500 taxis and providing

electronic trip reporting, credit card

payment processing, display of

news and other programming, as

well as safety alert activation

features for both passengers and

drivers. The contract also includes

a Back Office Management

Information System that will

provide the DCTC with automated

trip reporting and GPS location

services.

“This presents a rare opportunity

to significantly enhance the driving

experience of District citizens and

visitors while improving operations

for drivers,” said Mayor Vincent C.

Gray. “The Taxicab Smart Meter

System provides the riding public

with new payment options and the

opportunity to view digital content

during trips. In addition, it improves

manageability and accountability of

the entire taxi fleet.”

The 10-inch tablet passenger

information modules (PIMs) will

stream content from VeriFone

Digital Network (VNET), including

news, weather, local and national

content provided by NBC4 and

NBC Universal. The PIM includes

videos, interactive banners,

clickable “tabs” and crawlers,

interactive maps and micro sites

for advertisers and partners.

“The District’s state of the art

system represents the expertise

VeriFone has developed in

providing integrated secure

payment and digital content

solutions, which we call

PAYMEDIA, for taxis and other

market segments,” said Amos

Tamam, VeriFone senior vice

president, Taxi Systems. “We’re

extremely proud to add

Washington, D.C., to the growing

list of major cities utilizing our

solutions and services.”

The addition of 6,500 cabs in

Washington, D.C., will increase

VeriFone’s taxi media footprint by

23% to over 35,000 in the USA

alone, delivering over 10 billion

advertising impressions annually.

VNET’s TaxiTV now spans more

than 11 major media markets

across the Atlantic. Earlier this

year it added Sky News to its

London taxi content and last year

reached an agreement with NBC

owned television stations to

deliver NBC Universal’s award-

winning content to markets

throughout the US, including New

York City, Boston, Chicago, Las

Vegas, Philadelphia and San

Francisco. VeriFone taxi solutions

are established in more than 50

cities worldwide.



Hello all. I have now had my
baptism into the green badge
world. I got my badge on 6th
December 2011 and wow what a
day that was, the proudest day
of my life! After three years and
thirteen days on the knowledge
and seven weeks on the
suburbs, I just about managed to
keep the tears from my eyes
when Knowledge of London

examiner Mr Morgan shook my
hand and said “Well done, Mr
Long”. My big moment had
finally arrived.

At the age of 17, in 1979 with my

Dad, I watched the film The

Knowledge, written by Jack Rosenthal,

and I announced that I wanted to be a

London cabbie. My Dad said “Don’t be

so bloody stupid, son, you’ll never do

the work. Look at that map!”  Well,

here I am, 32 years later at the age of

49, I’ve done it. I wish I hadn’t listened

to Dad’s bullish advice, for being a

London cabbie (green badge holder) is

for me the greatest job in the world.

Now, nine months later, I find myself

entering the world of cabbie politics. I

am already being left feeling angry and

disappointed not by the job itself, or

the living that I am earning, but by the

lack of representation by the very

people I pay my licence fee to, namely

TFL. Please do not misunderstand me,

I am not painting a picture of doom

and gloom. There are various issues

that are leaving me with a somewhat

bad taste in my mouth. Here are a few

examples – 

- Cabbies who broom jobs waiting to

the very convenient Essex bound

journey to take them home late at

night. This gives the trade a bad

name.

- Yellow badge drivers having been

granted ridiculous extensions by TFL,

are still moaning that their trade is

being ruined due to the introduction of

the Identifier, thanks to Grant Davies

for his hard work.  The introduction of

the Identifier is the best thing that has

happened to the trade for many years.

- The Olympics has turned out to be

a disaster, both for the cab trade and

other industries, e.g. corporate BMWs,

Olympic lanes, daily travel passes for

ticket holders, and the diabolical

suspension of taxi ranks. Bus and

trains drivers and various hierarchy at

TFL got bonuses. The cabbie wasn’t

even to touch the extras button on his

meter!

- Minicabs – illegal touting, at various

nightclubs, example Fabric Club,

Shoreditch House Club, Bungha

Bungha, and everyone’s favourite,

Abacus.

- And lastly, my final moan which I

will expand on in future articles if I am

allowed to do so - the uninsured,

unlicensed, highly illegal death-traps,

the dreaded rickshaw! Both

Westminster Council and TFL are

turning a blind eye to these portable

coffins, and I will not rest until

something is done about them, i.e.,

banned, before someone is killed.

That’s probably enough from me for

now. You will understand that I am a

very passionate green badge cabbie,

and I thoroughly looking forward to

writing this column again. I look

forward to my meeting with Mr John

Mason of TFL on September 19th,

watch this space! 

Be safe, be lucky!

Graham

Graham Long can be followed on

Twitter @grahamthecabbie.

Views of Butterboy Graham
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How many times have you
been sitting on a rank and
notice a load of luggage come
out and go into the back of a
private hire vehicle. Well now
Get Taxi has come up with a
brilliant idea to combat Private
Hire giving backhanders to
hotels by, now get ready for

this, they will now pay hotels
for airport jobs. 
I was quite happy with Get Taxi

all though I was hearing rumours

they was working on a platform

with Private hire. Then I get a

text message and then a email

to explain why they are paying

kickbacks. This was there email

to me “Over the last few months

we have been talking

extensively with our drivers and

the biggest bit of feedback that

comes up time and time again is

that we need to do more to take

the work back from PHV's, and

put it back in the hands of

licensed taxi drivers like

yourself. We couldn't agree

more! This is something we're

big believers in, and part of this

will come from covering more

airport rides generally, but also

specifically from hotels. To

confirm: You guys won't be

charged for these rides more

than the usual £1 we always

charge for private rides. The £10

admin charge is being charged

to the customer on top of the

fixed price and is only collected

by you. For example: EC1 to

LHR T5 is £65. This is our fixed

rate for all consumers and

businesses too. The passenger

will be charged £75 for this

journey and you keep the fixed

price of £65. So now Get Taxi

are letting everyone in the trade

that it’s open season and Get

Taxi are prepared to pay for all

Airport work. I believe this could

lead to all hotels wanting

kickbacks from us and if you say

NO guess what Get Taxi will

cover it. I have not logged into

Get Taxi since this email and as

soon as I get near Highgate I

will be returning my drivers unit.

Some drivers might see this as a

good thing but some might not

see the bigger picture, were

does it stop £10 pound to City

Airport, £5 to a station or maybe

the stations start charging us to

rank on their forecourts like taxi

drivers do all round the country.  

Get taxi... Get stuffed!

£125 PER WEEK IS THE MAGIC NUMBER!  
Mercedes-Benz has just
announced that it has
reduced the cost of its
incredibly successful Agility
scheme offer from £135 to
£125 per week on a brand
new Vito Taxi. 
“We know it’s been a tough

summer for taxis and a lot of

businesses in London, what

with the Olympics keeping

business people and tourists

away and the lane closures

made matters worse. We

wanted to do something special

to give a bit of a positive

injection into our trade”, says

Steve McCarthy, Dealer

Principal of KPM Mercedes-

Benz Taxis. “The Agility scheme

on Vito Taxi has been running

at £135 per week and it has

been so well received by taxi

drivers that we have enjoyed

record sales in London for the

first half of this year. But we

know that, when we first

launched Agility, £125 per week

was the magic number that

really changed the financial

equation for our customers. At

this level it reduced drivers’

weekly costs so much that it

became an offer they just

couldn’t refuse.”

Over £1,000 saving
KPM Mercedes-Benz Taxis is

claiming that on a typical deal

customers will now save at

least £1,100 on the new £125

per week offer on a brand new

’62 plate Vito Taxi compared to

the £135 per week deal. The

interest rate has been reduced

from 5.1% APR to only 4.5%

and whilst the customer deposit

has increased from £2,000 to

£2,400, at the same time KPM

is also making an additional

contribution to the deposit of

£577. If you take it altogether

over the three year period

customers will be over £1,100

better off on the new deal.

UNIQUE 3 YEAR DEAL  
KPM Mercedes-Benz Taxis is

also claiming that its Agility deal

is unique in the taxi trade.

There’s no one else offering a

similar 3-year deal, where

drivers can enjoy the benefit of

having a brand new cab every

three years and hand back their

existing cab at the end of the 3-

year period. One of the things

that taxi drivers know about is

finance – rates, APR’s charges

and terms. Sometimes drivers

can be offered the same or

lower repayments but over a

longer period of time. When you

include the cost of interest then

the total cost over the longer

period actually can become a

lot greater.  Taxi drivers can

work it out for themselves and

see what a great deal Agility is

at £125 per week.
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IT HAS been so long, I barely know
where to begin. In truth it has only
been two months but what a couple
of months they have been.  Let’s
start with the Olympics shall we?
We have waited since July 6th 2005.

Since the immortal line “The games

are awarded to London” (cue wild

celebrations) Aside from all the

jubilation I am guessing it was a tough

period for cabbies.

I use Stratford Station a lot and I saw

the queue management of the taxi

rank there and I must say I felt it for

you. I have had endless conversations

and asked numerous questions of all

the bosses at TFL from John Mason to

Peter Hendy and they had well-

rehearsed answers for me. 

The Olympic Route Network [ORN]

was non- negotiable and cabs would

not be able to use them. They argued

it was all part of London getting the

games in the first place.

TFL’s message did though change

on actually coming into town.  At first it

was “avoid central London” when they

saw it was like a ghost town the

message became “come into town but

just plan your journey” 

We know the games have been

successful from a medal point of view

but only time will tell if they will have a

long lasting impact on how London is

viewed. My hope is that because they

were so successful. (Maybe the most

successful there have ever been) we

will see more visitors coming and

spending more money than ever

before. Then and only then might

cabbies get back some of what they

have most definitely lost over the past

month or so.

Who are going to be the top London

club and will AVB still be Tottenham

manager come Christmas? Just a

couple of the questions doing the

rounds.

Arsenal finally got off the

mark against Liverpool, though one

imagines if Walcott has a good season

he will disappear like Song, RVP,

Nasri, Fabragras, Toure, Clichy etc etc

etc�

CHELSEA have spent an absolute

fortune in the transfer window and will

surely do better than Last year when

they were the 3rd best team in

London.

TOTTENHAM will find out how

Chelsea’s’ leftovers taste.  They leave

their transfer business late and

therefore bedding in will always take

longer. Saw Modric play for Real

Madrid and he will take some

replacing

FULHAM Like Tottenham have lost

some of their best players and will

need that home form to be as good as

it can whilst hoping that Richardson

and Berbatov settle in very quickly or it

could be a very difficult season

WEST HAM looked vulnerable until

they signed Carol and I saw them

wallop Fulham. They may still be in

trouble as the perennial yoyo team but

they.

My order would be Chelsea,
Arsenal, Tottenham, Fulham and
West Ham.  What about you? Who is
in trouble and who will win what?

Welcome back Eddie by Eddie Nestor

Eddie Nestor 
BBC London 94.9
Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts
UK Black

Manchester United Redcast
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Virginia, 1931: a time of
good men, bad cops, pretty
girls and a world turned as
rotten as dodgy moonshine
by poverty and prohibition.
Welcome to Lawless, a film
that fuses together a genre
mix of Gangster and
Western. 
Lawless is based on the true

story of the infamous

Bondurant Brothers:

bootlegging siblings. In this

epic gangster tale, inspired

from the novel "The Wettest

County in the World", the

loyalty of three brothers is put

to the test against the nation’s

crime wave.

Starring a solid cast, it

features Tom Hardy (in mid

bulking up for The Dark Knight

Rises) as the brooding middle

brother, Shia LaBeouf as the

youngest brother and the ever

watchable Gary Oldman as an

old school gangster. Stealing

every scene he is in and

loving every minute of it. Guy

Pearce as a corrupt lawman

who is determined to take

down the brothers.

Co-Written by and musically

scored by Nick Cave (but not

his Bad Seeds) this is a very

violent and bloody film, with

some scenes not for the faint

hearted. It tries hard and given

its cast almost succeeds, but

sudden shifts in tone don’t

help the structure of the story.

Good, but could have been a

little better.

Lawless (18) 

RED – Stop, don’t bother
wasting your money

AMBER – It’s alright, go 
if you want. Or wait for the
DVD 

GREEN – Put your foot
down, go and see it.

Film 2012 
by Norman Barry

AMBER

thelcdc@aol.com
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Of the GB boxers standing poised
at the pro-am crossroads,
Anthony Joshua offers perhaps
the most intriguing case study.
Having just reached the pinnacle
of the unpaid code at his home
Games in the marquee division,
not only has Joshua
accomplished virtually all he can
from a tangible perspective, he
can write his own cheque as a
pro. 
But there is an underlying concern.

Joshua has been boxing for just four

years and while that salient fact

underlines the enormity of his gold

medal win, it simultaneously

highlights the lack of experience

concealed by his recent exploits.

Joshua’s earning potential may be at

an all-time high right now but at just

22 – still very young for a

heavyweight – staying amateur for

another two-four years and

increasing exponentially his

international experience could vastly

improve his longevity as a pro. To do

so, Joshua would have to repel a

desire for instant gratification and

short-term gain that is undoubtedly

shared by many fans, promoters and

TV execs, all of whom are surely

licking their lips at the affable,

articulate fighter with a propensity for

excitement and the potential to draw

big crowds. Joshua told Sky Sports

News this morning, “Right now I’m

an amateur boxer and I want to

dominate the amateurs and gain as

much experience as I can.” Whether

that heartening maturity survives

hunting season remains to be seen. 

BOXNATION

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

As we now begin the month of
September the flat season is now
starting to come to an end.  We still
have Champions Day next month at
Ascot but before then we have
some great races to look forward
to.  The first is on Saturday and is
the Betfred Sprint Cup.  This group
one event over six furlongs at
Haydock Park is an absolute
cracker.  Here are a few of its
leading contenders.
Wizz Kid (4 year old filly) trained in

France by Robert Collect (odds 16/1).

This filly was second in a group one

contest over 6 and half furlongs to

Moonlight Cloud last month at

Deauville.  (Remember Moonlight

Cloud was only just beaten by Black

Caviar at Ascot).  She needs cut in the

ground so any rain would help.

Strong Suit (4 year old colt) trained by

Richard Hannon (odds 8/1), yet to win

a group one but has been successful

at group two level.  Very unlucky not to

win last time at Newbury (7 furlongs)

when giving the leader Lethal Force

too much of a lead and then only

narrowly failing by a neck to reel him

in.  Excels on fast ground so any rain

would be most unwelcome.

Mayson (4 year old colt) trained by

Richard Fahey (odds 9/1) won one of

the best group one races of the

season when winning the July Cup at

Newmarket beating Society Rock by 5

lengths.  That day he also had

Ortensia and Strong Suit well behind.

That race was on very heavy ground

and in such conditions would be

impossible to beat here.  Has won on

good/soft and good ground by excels

in heavy and is a class horse.

Bated Breath (5 year old horse)

trained by Roger Charlton (odds 4/1)

has been one of the most consistent

horses in training.  Loves it around

Haydock Park and was second in this

race last year beaten by a nose by

Dream Ahead.  He was second at

Royal Ascot beaten by Little Bridge.

This horse loves fast ground and holds

the track record over 5 furlongs at this

track.  In all has been second four

times in group one races and I feel he

may well be the bridesmaid again.

Ortensia (7 year old mare) trained by

Paul Messara in Australia (odds 5/2),

this mare has been campaigned in

England this year having won in Hong

Kong, Dubai as well as her native

Australia.  She was disappointing at

Royal Ascot (when she got upset at

the start) but bounced back to form at

Goodwood winning a group two in

style (5 furlongs) and then followed up

in a group one at York (5 furlongs) last

month.  Her style of running (power

packed finish) suggests that 6 furlongs

will be perfect as long as the ground is

not too soft.  I think she really is a

good thing here and confidently advice

a maximum 5 point win bet.

Also on Saturday we have the Irish

champion Stakes at Leopardstown.

St Nicholas abbey trained by Aiden

O Brien (odds 6/1) and second last

time to the great Frankel. Multiple

group one winner and is a big player

here.

Snow Fairy trained by Ed Dunlop

(odds 3/1) has won all over the globe

and came back from almost a year on

the sidelines to win in France last

time.  A fantastic mare that could

never be written off

However, I think the winner will be

Nathaniel, trained by John Gosdon

who touched off in the King George at

Ascot by Danedreams is a top class

colt.  A 3 point win bet.

Also recommend a 2 point win

double Nathaniel and Ortensia

Anyway until next time Be Lucky and

don’t give too much to those awful

bookie chappies!

The Marksman
back on track

Love boxing love Buncey
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,
The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2
Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements
Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C
MEMBER YOU 
WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  
EXCLUSIVE TO THE 
CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax



C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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URGENT
WITNESS FOR ACCIDENT

DATE: 13th April 2012 
TIME: 1.30AM

VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD
& WARWICK WAY
ANY WITNESSES 

PLEASE CONTACT LCDC 

ON 0207 3945553

For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1
Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 
meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£7.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£9.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

0203 581 7100
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